
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                           2018 Science Week at St Peter’s Eastern Hill   
 
                              National Science Week Theme: Game Changer and Change Maker 
 
 
 
                We chose the topic “Blindness” and wanted to include the children of the parish as well as the adults.   
  
                Our preacher was Colleen Clayton, a Klingner Scholar at Trinity Theological School.  Her sermon is  
                available on line.   
                 
                Colleen and Lynda Crossley, also a Klingner Scholar, focused on “Light” with the children and prepared  
                demonstrations in which the children participated.   
 
 

                After the High Mass we had a discussion on the topic.  Dr. Robert Lea-West, an ophthalmologist,  
                and Jenneth Sasse  gave a talk on blindness, covering some of the development over the ages of  
                methods of treatment, some of the science involved, and an example of prospects for the future.   
 
                Jenneth Sasse 
 
 
 

  



 
 
 

National Science Week 2018  
St Peter’s Eastern Hill 

 
 

Game Changers and Change Makers 
 
 
 

From Soil and Spit to Surgery 
 



“the eyes of the blind shall see” 

• Luke 7     “the blind receive their sight” 
• John 9     “man blind from birth” 
                     - clay from soil and spittle into eyes  
• Mark 22  “spit in his eyes” and 

•                       “he touched their eyes” 
• Matthew 9   “he touched their eyes” 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Title = Isaiah    Luke = reply from Jesus to John the Baptist     John =ordered to wash         Not just these instances where Jesus is the Game Changer and Change Maker “par excellence”



~ 2000 years later--- 

Not all of us are blessed with perfect vision but 
we have learned, and are learning, how to 
improve it. 
                                How? 
Imagine our ancestors looking at rocks which 
have some transparency and bits of crystalline 
material… 
                   



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Snowflake Obsidian, -  mineraloid “glass”, which with time starts to crystallize,  broken pottery  containing  some transparent material,  material  for use in 1600 year-old glass workshop in Israel.



Our ancestors would see odd effects -- 
 

Images  -        upright and upside-down 
 
Reflections       
                            Diffractions       
                                                        Colours 

 
So a challenge to human ingenuity   --- 

    Make and use glass! 



Learning to make glass 

Can be made with many materials, most 
common is silicate glass 

 
Easy to pour, mould and shape 

 
 

4th century, CE 
blown glass and gold leaf 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Base of flask  Israel Museum Jerusalem – a fascinating place



Using glass 

“burning glasses” - early  
       Romans 
                               
“reading stone”  - 9 CE 
 
Later,  
Magnifying glass 
Telescope 
 Monocle  and Spectacles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus sun’s rays to start a fire Reading stone  - small hemispherical lens      ….



Early change maker 

Roger Bacon ~1219 -~1292 
 
Many scientific interests  
- including optics 

 
Suggested he invented the 
 magnifying glass 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aware of Arabic scientific thinking as well as scholastic   …here he is in his observatory…Two magnifying glasses make a telescope…



 Spectacles early too 
  Pisa, ~ 1290 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unknown inventorLater held on with string looped over the ears



In our time……. 

 
We have binoculars, sunglasses, bi- and trifocals, 
reading glasses   -- specialized embroidery  and 
computer spectacles are also available 
 
But still some of us are born or become blind, and 
there are other difficulties……. 
 
e.g.  Colour vision – not so long since the vision of 
impressionist painters was thought to be impaired;  
shortsightedness was also blamed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interesting article this year in the Conversation by Assoc. Prof Andrew Anderson  of Melb Uni   6/6/18



Claude Monet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Criticised because it was thought all snow should be white,        Pointillism was criticised too  …understandable   when such paintings are viewed close up!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seurat, the Seine and la Grande Jatte,



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pissarro’s  The Boulevard Montmartre at night  --blamed on shortsightness



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then with the elongation in his art, El Greco was thought to have astigmatism. Professor Andrew Anderson thinks not. Astigmatism results in blurred vision…



Astigmatism 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Andrew Anderson argues the El Greco paintings are not blurry, and that if he were an astigmatic artist, he would see an elongated canvas as well as the subject, which should cancel out .



But Monet did have a problem 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the famous bridge over a pond of water lilies, painted in 1899.  By 1914 he noted how reds appeared dull and muddy. He had been diagnosed with cataracts in 1912 but didn’t have surgery till much later..   Suggested he depended on the labels on his paints to choose the colours he wanted.       He painted the bridge again in 1922  (the year before the cataract surgery)



Bridge over lilies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was the result….No need to comment!    But colour vision not always a problem –our own Clifton Pugh “almost certainly had a red-green colour deficiency  but Prof. Anderson thinks it didn’t seem to affect his work  - see  portrait of Gough Whitlam , mostly blue and blue green with a red tie 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clifton Pugh -  seems to be no red-green problem



Today we are fortunate….. 

   Eye surgery is a game changer…… 

   with change makers over the years 
 
e.g. -  Cataract surgery mentioned in a   
   medical text in 175 CE  
 
and many of us might remember parents’ operations, 
and realize how much quicker and more streamlined it 
is today….  
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Galen wrote of cataract surgery in 175 CE…”To Thasyboulos”       Iry ….eye doctor to Pharaoh  2500 BC



Tools and techniques have been 
improved – 

 
      
 Chemistry, physics and biology helped:- 
 
    we now have lasers, antibiotics, better anaesthetics, 
ophthalmic viscosurgical devices (OVDs)….. 

 
                        but  what are  OVDs? 

 
 
 



“A class of nonactive, clear, gel-like chemical 
compounds with viscous and elastic properties… 
increasingly popular for cataract, cornea, glaucoma, 
trauma and vitreoretinal surgery. 
 
OVDs create and maintain anterior chamber depth and visibility 
as well as protect the corneal endothelium and other intraocular 
tissues during surgery. They minimize interaction between 
tissues and instruments and, therefore, ensure high tissue 
integrity.                                                         
 

There are two groups, cohesive and dispersive agents, and their 
properties depend on their chemical properties. “     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quote from sibylle.scholtz@gmx.de -   researcher in Germany



Looking at a cohesive one…A long chain of 
alternating D-glucuronic acid  alternating with N-acetyl-D-

glucosamine linked via alternating beta-(1-4) and beta-(1-3 ) 
glycosidic bonds 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commonly know as hyaluronic acid. ---- interactions between molecules and receptor tissue and inflammatory and immunogenic reactions have been studied extensively and ” In Vivo studies have shown that the molecular and chemical structure of hyaluronic acid is ideal” (sibylle.scholtz again)    (D- represents orientation –(to right) bonds…Projection…imagine the hexagons as little chairs or boats…



Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we visualize this delicate surgery  ( smash up the cataract, suck out the debris, put in the new lens) ---- we can probably agree that chemical science  has helped!



    Now another Game Changer… 
Bionic Eyes 

 Useful introductory article in the Conversation, 14/12/2011,    
                                 Associate Professor Anthony Hall, Monash University 
 

Intensive international research – 3 types of bionic eye  
Many groups working in Australia - clinical trial 2012-2014 
 
Business also enthusiastic - 

                                      “the race is on” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
to quote Professor Hall.  This year Monash Vision Group prepares for demonstration of Gennaris system in patients   …. Camera, wireless transmitter, vision processor unit, software and brain implant ………. Fact sheets from the Bionics Institute



Another type of blindness? 

Are we ignoring the probable future of our 
threatened world? 
 
Can we face this challenge? 
 
How can we prepare the next generations? 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last year in Science Week we discussed climate change…. At a recent  Melbourne Uni “Hypothetical”,  students were  asked how they would organize planning and help for predicted catastrophes. E.g. destruction of cities, tsunamis, ocean rise.     What qualifications are needed?   Suggestion from one student that under-developed areas and less affluent societies have a better chance of survival  (Pakistani experience) 
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